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Webcam Models Guide
A little bit about me. I'm 67 years old and I own and maintain over 200 websites, adult
and non adult websites. I have been in the webmasters business for over 20 years now. I
took a break twice in the last twenty years, one because of health and the other, because
I just got tired of it. I'm back now and going strong.
This ebook is for new and existing webcam models that want to take their modeling
career to a new level from a viewers/watchers perspective point of view.
It might sound like I know it all at times as you read this ebook but really it's not that I
know it all, it's just I know what I like and don't like when it comes to watching cam
models perform. Models put in their profiles their turnoffs and turnons, well as a viewer,
I have my turnoffs and turnons as well. I respect your wishes, so you should respect my
wishes, meaning, I like watching cam models performing but most are not very good at
performing, and some are just terrible and boring, so I leave them as quick as I can
because there are to many of them doing it right to stay with one that is boring.
Cam models entertain and if they do it well, they will make more money and that is why
they're doing it in the first place. Let's face it, if you were rich, you would not be cam
modeling. It's a business/career and a good one at that. Where else can you go to make
the money that you make, especially from home and your own hours. If I was a young
man in my twenties, I would be doing it myself. I don't think at my age anyone would
want to watch me.
I'm going to explain just what I mean by a boring cam model, so please don't be
offended by what I say in this ebook. It's only to wake up cam models that may or may
not be doing it right. Some of what I say may offend you but it's not meant to offend you
just to let you know what a viewer likes and what a viewer doesn't like. This can make
you a better cam model performer and this will make you more money.
Some outstanding cam performers get noticed by producers/agents. You think you make
a lot of money cam modeling now. Producers and agents will pay you a lot more...
Not only are there producers and agents looking for talent, there are many agencies from
all aspects of the media looking for talent of all kinds, all looks, races, genders, and sizes
ect. Don't think that me as a watcher of cam models is the only kind that watch you. I
know there is a lot a perverts that are nasty and rude watching you, but there is also
agents watching you to seek out new talent, so keep this in mind because you may be the
next model of the year, in a commercial, or even in the movies. Who knows it could be
you. What and how you do it in front of the camera means a lot, and not just for the
perverts, but others that are not perverts watching you.
I'm not a pervert now but maybe I was twenty years ago but in a good way my ex-wife
would say. I now look for beautiful cam models to add to some of my sites to give my

sites better content and when I find a beautiful cam model that really turns me on I will
promote her on some of my websites. I'm an affiliate with many of the leading cam sites
in the cam industry, and I know which ones are the best down to the worse. I will
explain the best cams to work for a little later.
Not everything I say in this ebook will pertain to you as a cam model, but some of it
may help you to understand a little better of what you do on camera can take you to
another level of your cam modeling career. You can make pennies, or dollars, and this is
up to you how much money you want to make. Some cam models are living in fine
homes, driving nice cars, have time and money to enjoy life, and not stuck in a 9 to 5 job
which is a ball and chain on your life. Some cam models are making $200,000 or more a
year, but some rare cam models are making even more than that. You could be the one
that makes $300,000 a year. Below I will show you “What The Top Ten Cam Models
Make”. I've had this “What The Top Ten Cam Models Make” on some of my sites to
show the potential of what a cam model can make. You can read it later on in this ebook.
I will show you some of the cam sites that I like the best and what they offer, and their
competition. I will explain just what I like as a viewer/watcher and what I don't like. I'm
not going to sugar coat it, and will be telling you like it is. I wont be saying vagina,
when I'm talking about you in front of the camera with your pussy up to close. The word
vagina will not come up.
I will be staright and forward and personal, but very truthful. What I say here is one
viewers side and not all viewers may think like me so just don't take my word for it. I
just want to let cam models know what I like and most of the men I have talked to agree
with me. I have talked to many guys on this topic before I decided to write this ebook, so
it's not just me talking here. Keep in mind, that the guys I talked to were not perverts,
but enjoyed every now and then watching cam models. They told me me what they liked
and did not like, so I compared them to come up with the do's and don'ts of cam
modeling which you can take some of my advice or not, this is all up to you. I'm not
telling you, you must do this the way I want you to do it but letting you know what some
viewers may or may not like. Also worth mentioning, you should have fun while
performing in front of the camera. There's nothing wrong with enjoying yourself, but on
the serious side, you could be loosing money. You can have fun but also perform
professionally.
I have been watching cam models for a long time now and still enjoy it, especially when
I come across a beautiful cam model that I cant turn away from. This certain cam model
that is just so beautiful that she takes your breath away. She doesn't have to do anything,
just sets there and looks into the camera. This type of cam model is rare, but is what I
look for. I have been writing down so many notes for this ebook. I hope I have covered
everything.

What I Like and Don't Like
What I like and don't like, my turnons, my turnoffs, and my wish list, of the perfect cam
model. Yes as a viewer, I have a wish list just like you cam models have. A little more on
your wish list later. Keep In Mind, this is just my point of view and not every
viewer/watcher on the net, so don't take this personal.
The list below wont be in any certain order, just as I wrote them down in my notes. I will
write each one from my notes from the top down, so they wont be in any perticular
order, but numbered so you can reference them later if you need to. When joining a new
cam site, try hard to pick a great user/screen name. The number one thing to do first
when joining a cam site is to pick a sexy name, a name that may pertain to you or what
kind of cam modeling you're going to be doing on cam. If you're a sexy blonde than pick
a name for that, like blonde babe, sexyhotblonde, ect. I know most good names are taken
but be creative in picking a user/screen name because it is very important. I know you
can use a lot of different letters, numbers, and characters, so don't just settle for a quick
user/screen name. A good user/screen name can mean more traffic to your cams so pick
wisely.
1: A great personallity is a plus.
2: Smile a lot. And show your face more. This is very important!
3: Never be rude. Being rude will surely push your viewers away.
4: Never beg your viewers to buy tokens. This bothers me a lot and I will turn away. If
you're doing everything right, I will tip you but I don't want to be asked to tip you. It's
like your poor, begging, or desperate and it looks bad.
5: Never be demanding when performing. Demanding is a turnoff for many viewers. I
know it turns me off and I will turn away.
6: Doing what you think is hot for the viewers may not be hot at all, so make sure you
perform for your viewers and not just for you. Remember there is someone watching
everything that you do. Some may be turned on and some may not be turned on. All cam
models should know what a man wants, his fantacies, his turnons ect. A good cam model
will know these things and if she doesn't, just do some Google searches and read up on
the topic of what a man likes. You may be surprised to find out that it's not what you
think it is. I know there are many perverts that really don't care what you do and will still
pay, but there is a lot of men watching you that will pay big time if you're more of a lady
on cams in good taste. There's an old saying, the perfect woman, a lady in the
livingroom, a good cook in the kitchen and a whore in the bedroom. This is true in most
cases. I don't mean you should not be a little slutty, but a lady gets more attention in our
world.
7: Asking your viewers what they like is a great way of knowing what to do and how to

do it. This can be a learning experience for you as a cam model.
8: This is kind of personal but a must. If you have tits that may sag a little, it's best to
have some kind of bra that holds your tits up. I don't mean to always wear a bra, but one
that goes under your tits to keep them firm. I like firm tits and when they sag down It's a
turnoff. I have seen cam models that have a bra on under their tits that hold them up.
Most older women may have this problem. Ther'e nothing wrong with sagging tits but it
just doesn't look right, and there is a fix for this.
9: Being naked is best for most viewers and this is what I look for when searching for a
cam model. The ones that have clothes on turns me away in most cases. A cam model
should be naked.
10: Wearing sexy lingerie is great as long as it is see through. You don't want to cover up
completely because your viewer is there to see you naked or wearing something very
sexy.
11: Teasing is alright but not to much because if I'm watching a model and she is teasing
to much I will leave. There is a time for teasing. For instance, I was watching this cam
model and she held a pillow in front of her and only let it drop a little every now and
then. She never showed herself naked, so I left the room. I was not there to be teased.
12: I'm not a fan of huge tits, but don't mind watching them. I like medium tits or small
tits, but all are nice. Never have your tits to close to the camera because it looks terrible
and way to big, plus the camera shows any blemishes you may have and when to close it
looks bad. Cam models should stay back a short distance from the camera because
everything looks much better. Skin tone looks better also. Never be to close to the
camera. I'm not a fan of fake tits, but nothing wrong with them.
13: If a cam model is fully dressed and not in lingerie, I will leave. A cam model should
be naked and ready to perform. I'm not there to see her in clothes, I can see that
anywhere. Sexy lingerie or partially naked will do, but fully dressed on cam is a turnoff.
14: When I come across a model with her pussy stuck up in front of the camera to close,
I leave. I don't want to see your pussy up close. It looks terrible up close to the camera.
The same thing when you have your ass to close to the camera, it looks very bad, and
shows all blemishes. Staying back a short distance from the camera is a plus because it
shows better skin tone and you look smaller. Up close you look like you have a lot of
weight on. Older women tend to have a little more weight on them and there is nothing
wrong with that because I love older women. They should stay back a short distance
from the camera and their skin tone will look much better and they will look smaller.
15: High heels are a plus with me but the ones that are to large is a turnoff for me,
regular high heels will do fine. I prefer red, white, black, pink, or light blue myself.
Platform high heels is a turnoff.
16: Cam models fucking a very large dildo is a turnoff for me and very nasty. You young

cam model that use those large dildos will be sorry in your fifties, because your pussy
will loose tightness and sex will not feel the same as it did when your pussy was tight.
You're doing damage to your pussy fucking large dildos. Small didldos will do fine and
not harm your pussy. I know what I'm talking about here, my girl-friend is in her sixties
now and her pussy has lost it's tightness because I enjoyed fisting her and did not know
the real damage until now.
17: Fake tits. I know I have already said something about this above but wanted to add
this. I know a few women that's got fake tits, and now that their older they don't like
them so much. My sister-inlaw was a nurse and saw a lot of older women die in the
hospial with fake tits in their eighties and she said it looked terrible when the deseased
was laying on the bed with no wrinkles on their tits and the rest of their body was all
wrinkled up.
18: Tattoos. I don't mind small tattoos, but large ones are a turnoff for me. I also know a
few older women with tattoos that wished they would have never got them because they
were embarrased now to have them. I know some women that got tattoos when young
and then got married and had kids and were embarrased to have them. My sister had a
tattoo on her ankle and she married a preacher. It took her a long time to get rid of that
tattoo because back then they were hard to take off.
19: Show more of your body in front of the camera and not to close. I like to see most of
your body and not just one small part. I enjoy watching you tease by standing a short
distance from the camera. Dancing is not to bad but moving sexually is a plus. I prefer
you to be naked but sexy see through lingerie will do also.
20: Just laying in front of the camera is a big turnoff. A good cam model will always
entertain you. It's a cam models job to turn you on. You make more money turning on
your viewers. You can be creative in what you do but always try hard to turn on your
viewers and this will make you more money.
21: I'm a leg and ass man, so showing a lot of leg and ass is a plus. Staying back a short
distance from the camera showing your legs and ass is what I like to see.
22: I like to see cam models side view like doggy style showing all of your body. This is
a turnon for me and for most viewers that I have talked to. I get turned on looking at a
cam model on her bed doggy style.
23: Vibrators. I see a lot of you cam models with that little tail sticking out of her pussy
or her ass and it looks bad. I know it's Lovense and your viewers control the speed. It
does nothing for me but may for others.
24: Fucking machines. I like fucking machines but I don't like your ass stuck up in front
of the camera to close. Stay back a short distance from the camera and sometime show
your body doggy style getting fucked by a fucking machine. If you stay there in front of
the camera just waiting for a viewer to tip you tokens to make the machine fuck you is a
turnoff for me and I will leave. I know this is a way to make more money but still a

turnoff. No one wants to watch you just being there waiting. We want that fuck machine
to fuck the hell out of you.
25: If you're a couple and your giving him a blowjob, make sure you show a side view
of your body and not your ass stuck up in front of the camera. Giving a blowjob doggy
style works for me and is a turnon.
26: Giving a handjob is alright as long as you don't look bored. Most models look bored
when giving a handjob. Make sure all of your body is showing when giving head and
handhobs jobs. When giving head or a handjob, you should look like you're really
enjoying it.
27: I like it when a cam model is on all fours on the bed a short distance from the
camera. This is a turnon for me. I also like it when your standing with your back to the
camera occasionally looking back at the camera.
28: Remember to stay back from the camera a short distance. This will show your body
much better with better skin tone. I have seen some cam models way to close to the
camera and it shows veins if they are light skined.
29: Always show more of your body or be completely naked most of the time. Your
viewers are they to see you naked and not to see you fully dressed just typing away.
30: I hate it when I see a cam model smoking or eating in front of the camera. This is a
big turnoff for me. I've seen cam models fully dressed and cooking while their cam is
on. Not very professional. Never leave your camera. When this happens to me I leave
quick. It's rude to leave your camera area. Make sure you have everything close by not
to leave your post. It's not so bad when a cam model is drinking something and maybe
some chips but not a meal while camming, it's rude.
31: When searching for cam models, I look for those that are naked. I pass on the ones
setting in front of the camera typing away fully dressed.
32: I like to see cam models deep throating dildos and the deeper they take it down is a
turnon for me.
33: Having only one profile picture is a no no. All cam models should have more than
one profile picture. One without clothes, one with something sexy on, like lingerie, and
one partially nude. Make sure to show your face, tits, legs and ass. This will get you
more attention.
34: When I come upon a cam model that ant there I leave. I have went to many cams to
find the models not there. I wait for a second, then leave. It's not nice to leave your
camera area. This will loose you money.
35: Cam Models should always have their hair fixed nice and sexy, and not look like you
just got up. Use nice colorful makeup. Colorful makeup looks better in front of the
camera. A cam model should always want to look her best while performing. Take pride
in your work and it will show others that you're a professional.

36: If you're an older model, make sure to use colorful makeup and stay a short distance
back from the camera to be seen without any blimishes because when we get older our
skin gets older to. I'm not knocking you for being older because I'm older myself. I'm
just explaining what the camera does.
37: Toe sucking. I hope I never come across a toe sucking cam model because it makes
me sick. This is a turnoff for me.
38: When a cam model has her pussy up close to the camera and has a wet pussy looks
bad to me and turns me off. Maybe others might like it but not me. Being to close to the
camera is a bad look for cam models and many may not even know this, so I'm telling
you now. Stay back a short distance from the camera because the camera is not your
friend here.
39: When I'm watching a beautiful cam model setting in front of her camera fully
dressed, I watch her in hopes she will start taking her top off or soon I will leave, so
keep this in mind the next time you have clothes on and remember that your viewer
wants you to take off your clothes and if you don't they will leave quicker.
40: I tend to watch the cam models that have the most users longer than those who have
under 100 users. The ones that have over 1000 users are doing something right in most
cases but some could still use some advice. There is always room for improvement no
matter what you do in life.
41: I see a lot of cam models have a wish list. This is in poor taste and a form of begging
for something. This really turns me off. If you're doing everything right, than you should
not have to have a wish list. To each their own, this is up to you.. The truth is, if you're
making a lot of money, why would you have a wish list. You should be able to afford
everything on your wish list.
42: Creating a nice background for your viewers is a plus. The background behind you
should look nice. I've seen some backgrounds with different colored lights, some with
country flags which is also nice, and mirror/mirrors in the background which is a great
tool for multiple views. I'm just one viewer and there are millions that may or may not
share my views, but most that I have talked to think like me, but that is just a hand full.
If you're making a ton of money with less hours, than maybe you're doing something
right and feel your way is the right way. I'm sure you might find something here to help
you become a better cam model. I just know what I like as a viewer. I hope I have not
offended anyone with the words in this ebook and if so, it was not my intent to offend
you and I'm sorry. I hope that the readers of this ebook will learn something from what I
have written to maybe help you to become a better cam model performer and hope you
make a ton of money.
I know some of you may or may not take any advice from me and that's alright but keep
in mind that as a cam model you can make a lot of money by just doing some things a
little different. It's alright to tease but not to long at a time and to be fullly dressed but

also not to long. There's nothing wrong with teasing, a lot of viewers like that, but
teasing to long without showing your tits, ass or pussy will turn them away. I was
watching a model that kept pulling her top down slowly and I was wanting to see her
tits, but she kept teasing and I was ready to leave and then she showed her tits and then
her ass and it was worth the wait. So there's nothing wrong with teasing but not to long.
I like being teased for awhile as long as I feel she will show me something.
I mentioned that there is agents searching for talent but I forgot to mention that there is
the adult industry also looking for models to work in the porn industry. If this is
something you prefer. The adult porn industry is not for everyone but some may want to
try it out and the porn industry pays much better. As a cam model you have contol, in the
porn industry, you don't!
I see some cam models having fun by the way they carry thierself on camera. There's
nothing wrong with enjoying your work. Most people don't have that luxury to have fun
at work and it's very important to have fun while working.
Everyone has a mind of their own and do things their way and this is alright but
changing a few things around every now and then wont hurt. Mix it up what you do on
camera and try many different things to see what works best for you and you will find
what works best.
I mentioned this already but will say it again. I own and maintain over 200 websites,
adult and no adult sites. If you sign up at any of the cam sites below, contact me at any
of my websites below and send me your user/screen name and a nice nude or non nude
photo. and I will add you to some of my websites. I will help you get more exposure and
as a new cam model, you'll need more exposure to get yourself established much
quicker. The quicker you get established the quiker you'll make money. Getting
established means more users, meaning more cash. Tokens are king...
Some cam models create their own brand and this will carry them through to the big
bucks. “Brand” meaning, they're established for something special that they do and how
they do it and this is why it's very important to create your own brand. Finding your
brand is something that doesn't come easy but you will find it from trying new things. It
could be anything, like a certain way you perform, or the way you carry yourself on
camera. It can be anything. A Brand is something that nobody else does it like you do. I
mean you might not be the only one that does a certain thing in a certain way but
different than others. I don't know if I'm explaining this the right way. A Brand is like a
trade mark that only you have. You've seen “TM Trade Mark” on many of products and
businesses and even on domain names which means you can not use that TM. Now as a
cam model, anyone can do the same as you do but some special cam models do it much
better, so they stand out. When a cam model is established and performs special shows,
this can be her brand. You might give head to a dildo a special way that really turns on
your viewers that makes him/her come back for more. It could be the way you tease that
brings viewers back for more. It can be the way you moan. It can be anything.

In the last part of this ebook, I will show you how you can get your own fan site free.
You can sell your own videos, images, and even products. You will get a free site with
all the extras FREE. Check it out for yourself.
There's a lot of ways to make money if you you don't mind being nude on camera. You
see, cam modeling is not the only way to make money on the net. No matter your body
size, there is a place for you as a cam model. Eveyone is diffferent and has different
taste, so don't think you're not as good, sexy or pretty as the next cam model, because no
matter your size, there is someone out there that will like you and want to watch you.
Also no matter your age, there's a place for you and many viewers will come to see you.
I like older women myself but don't mind watching the young ones. They all have
something to offer. When I was young, I was very lucky because women hit on me
everywhere I went and I used that to get women, but it was bad on my part. As I got
older my life changed. I now have respect for women and enjoy the company of a lady,
but don't mind when they get a little slutty.
I know I'm just rambling on here. I want to add as much as I can the first time and not
have to come back to add anything later.
I know the competition is great as a cam model because there are many different cam
sites with millions of cam models, so the best way to stand out among your competition
is to perform in a way that no other cam model is doing. You have to find your brand or
niche and go for it. Try many different things to stand out among the competiton. If
you're a couple, suck that cock like I would want to be sucked, or eat that pussy like you
want it done to you. Finger your ass like a viewer wants his/her ass fingered. Doing
things that come natural in a way that no one else is doing, is the key. Perform like I
want you to perform. Play with your tits in a way that turns on your viewers. So perform
for your viewers. If you stand out, than you wont have much competition. Viewer look
for certain cam models for the way they perform. This is what you need to find out, to
stand out amoung your competition.
Cam modeling is not just for females. There are many different races, and genders. Male
models have to be good looking with a great body and this is sad but the truth because
women do not want to watch an ugly guy, over weight, and a pervert. This is the way it
is. So guys have it much harder than female models. I like Asian cam models because I
like petite girls but don't mind any size woman. I don't watch male cam models but I will
promote them on my sites. I prefer blondes but brunettes and redheads are great also.
Now if a woman is in her seventies, that's a turnoff. A woman in her seventies should not
perform and I'm sorry to feel this way but I'm being truthful here. There should be a
cutoff age I think. Girl on girl is a plus for me because you get two for one and two
naked women really turns me on, especially if they know what they're doing. I have
viewed many of cam models with two girls and most of the time one is beautiful and the
other is not as pretty, so I tend to give all my attention to the pretty one. I don't mean to
say I don't like the one that is not as pretty as the other one, it's just the way it is. When I

was younger I was with two women many times and the pretty one got all of my
attention and this is just normal. I don't mean I would not fuck both of them because I
did. But the hottest one will get more attention.
I keep rambling on. I keep thinking of something else to add. I think you know what I'm
talking about here. To be a stand out established cam model, you must figure it out and
try many things to learn how to stand out above all the competition to be number one.
Most cam sites offers cash prizes to the best performing cam models, some give you
$10,000 a month for the most outstanding perfromers. So learn how to stand out amoung
the best and make extra money in prizes every month. If you win a prize means you
made a lot of money that month just to win that prize.
If you wanta make more money as a cam model, and you're not happy with the cam site
you're working for, read below to the end.

What The Top Ten Cam Models Make?

How much are the top webcam girls making?
The Top 10 webcam girls countdown
If you are a cam girl, chances are you are supplementing your income with a few shows
here and there. But did you know there are women in the cam industry taking home six
figure salaries? That number does not even include all the bonus lavish gifts admirers
purchase from the girls various wish lists. Interested to learn what the top earners are
making? Here is a breakdown of the top 10 cam girls.
*****1. Kickaz from MyFreeCams:
BcNadlSIAAAL_Q7
Kickaz is an artist, entertainer, and burlesque performer from a place called Kickland.
Her shows are a combination of sensual performance art mixed with old school
vaudeville. Her fans come for her personality, not just her body. So what does a
performer like Kickaz make in a year from camming? Let us look at how many tokens
she received month by month:
That is a total of 12,073,925 tokens in 10 months of camming which equates to a take
home gross of $703,696. Kickaz indeed.
*****2. PumpkinSpice_ from MyFreeCams.com
pumpkin
PumpkinSpice_ is cashing in on her cuteness with an all-encompassing social media
presence. When she is not in her room putting on a show, you can still catch her
updating her tumblr account, Snapchat, kik, Twitter, and Instagram profiles.
PumpkinSpice_ is a mastermind at creating her own little world and she is got the bank

account to prove she is more than just a kawaii face. Here is a breakdown of her token
earnings from last year:
That is a total of 13,073,249 tokens, which comes to a gross of $653,662 for
PumpkinSpice_. Not too shabby for the otaku bae as she calls herself.
*****3. Abella Anderson from Naked.com
abella
Abella Anderson is a Cuban born webcam model and adult film superstar. In addition to
her film work, Abella has been a spokesmodel for New York City based lingerie retailer
Eye Candy Sensation and Miami based shoe company Foot Soldiers. She has also
appeared in Childish Gambinos short film Clapping for the Wrong Reasons and starred
in the lyric video for Gambinos song 3005. When Abella is not flying around the world
for her paid appearances (where she commands a $10,000 fee) she can be found
camming. Her loyal fans have catapulted her into the top spot on
Naked.com where she reportedly earns $550,000 a year. We interviewed Abella
Anderson.
*****4. Ginny Potter from MyFreeCams
ginnypotter
GinnyPotter is a single non-drinker with a penchant for DIY projects (which is why she
asks to be gifted in Home Depot cards.) Aside from cam modeling she makes money by
selling items she wears for her legions of fans. Here is how much she made in front of
the camera last year:
GinnyPotter was tipped a total of 10,957,241 tokens in 2015 which netted her $547,
862.
*****5. Olivia from MyFreeCams
olivia
Olivia is a bit of a MyFreeCams.com wildcard. She is not your typical, bubbly cam girl
even though her profile says Always a sunny day! She is Native American, 34-years-old,
and cams every couple of months. Even though she is not a regular she makes quite a
pretty penny. Here is how much she made in 2015:
Olivia worked a total of four months and walked away with a cool $547,862. Not bad
for only working 120 days out of the year.
*****6. AspenRae from MyFreeCams
aspenrae
AspenRae describes herself as a Professional Masturbator and she makes quite a living

doing what she loves. The 25-year-old, 110 pound psych major is one of
MyFreeCams.coms top earners and quite the businesswoman. Aside from her lucrative
cam career, she also charges a fee if you want to follow her on SnapChat or join her
G.O.A.T. team (you will have to visit her page to find out what she means by that.)
AspenRae earned a total of 9,314,066 tokens, which equates to $465,703.
That is not even taking into account the thousands of dollars of clothing and jewelry that
has been lavished on the brunette beauty.
*****7. Jalyn from MyFreeCams
jalyn
Jayln is a master at making money on the Internet. With her cam shows netting her a
six-figure salary and her Amazon wish list being fulfilled on a daily basis, this cam girl
knows how to get what she wants. On top of her live show she also charges if you want
to follow her on Twitter and she requests even more for a private message session. Here
is her breakdown for the year:
Jayln earned a total of 9.147,303 tokens, which amounts to a gross of $457,365 in
2015 making this 9 time winner of Miss MyFreeCams a tough one to beat.
*****8. LexxiStar from MyFreeCams
lexxistar
LexxiStar is a bisexual Asian and super earner on MyFreeCams. With an average rating
of 5 stars from 13,321 voters, this cam girl is making bank.
LexxiStar is a perfect example of how much a cam girl can earn working part time.
Obviously not everyone can be a top earner like Lexxi, but not everyone is a top
performer like Lexxi. She only cammed for 5 months last year and took home an
impressive 8,073,820 tokens which comes to $403,691. Not bad for a seriously parttime gig.
*****9. Selena Adams from Naked.com
tumblr_nrkmb0CpLd1rjhan3o1_1280
Selena Adams is one of Naked.coms best cam girls with a loyal fan base and two fan
proposals under her garter belt. What the Latina superstar lacks in height (she is only 5
feet tall) she makes up for with stacks of cash. She reportedly pulled in close to
$375,000 last year while camming only part time. Her fans love her willingness to
please and her caring disposition, which is why she has been asked for her hand in
marriage from fans not once but twice last year. Aside from her earnings as a cam girl,
fans have gifted her enough high-end clothing to fill the free Mercedes-Benz she
received as a present. She is currently building her dream house in Miami with a second

investment property on the horizon.
*****10. Natalia Grey from MyFreeCams
nataliegrey
Natalia Grey is a cute cat lady from MyFreeCams who earns about as much as a 3rd
year attorney but gets to work from the comfort of her bed or counter or bathroom. Here
is the breakdown of her yearly, part-time earnings from
Natalia Grey took home a total of 3,516,734 tokens, which netted her $175,837 last
year.
Remember, these figures do not include the amount of money these top earners are
making by charging to view their Snapchats, advertising on Instagram, and sending
private messages on Twitter. Camming can be an incredibly lucrative and fun way to
earn major dollars and these top earners have the designer bags and dream houses to
prove it...

Bonga Cams My Favorite Cam Affiliate
Before you pick just any cam site to work for, you must read what we have to offer.
Not all cams are created equal.
I read a lot about this from all over the net and I read the complaints from cam models
that are not happy with the cam site they joined, so it's very important to join the right
one first and not go through the hassles. First off, you want to join a live cam site that all
cam models are live on screen at all times.
This is probably one of the best cam sites on the net because they have more features
and have been around a long time.
They win awards every year for the best cam site, they have more cam models than any
other cam site. In fact, I think they have the hottest cam girls on the net.
They have thousands of affiliates promoting all cams, so another great reason to join this
cam site.
Not only do you make money for camming, you make money for recruiting other
models and agents. It's unreal what a cam model can make.
Below you will find all the right answers to your questions before you join the wrong
cam site and waste your time...

Cam Models Apply - Model Recruiters Apply
Please read all below and don't just take my word, find out for yourself why this cam
site is one of the best cam sites to join and make more money than any other cam site.
There's a lot to read below but it's worth the read because you don't want to waste your
time working for a cam site that don't deliver, meaning this cam site takes care of it's
cam girls and the money is just unreal with many different ways to make even more
money.

How to make money as a cam model?
You can make money both in the free and private chat. Below, we will share some tips
on how you can earn money on our website:
1. We recommend using the Topic or Tip Menu chatbot to inform users that, for
example, a show in your free chat costs 500 Tokens or that a dance goes for 100 Tokens.
This will allow to avoid unnecessary questions and will facilitate your work.
2. Talk to your guests in English! It is always appreciated and is truly worth it a decent
level of English in the chat will get you more tips and private chat requests as well as
will help you find new regular customers.
3. Smile and be in a good mood in front of the camera. If a visitor sees a girl who is
bored, angry, or in a bad mood, they will move to another chat room with a more

positive environment.
4. Tell your customers when you are coming back when you leave.
5. Turn the microphone on. This saves you from having to write a lot in the chat, and
voice has always been more attractive than printed text. Speak to the members, and you
will see how the number of tips grows.
6. Use the nicknames of your guests. If they tell you their real names, use them. Using
proper names always draws people to you.
7. It is important not to give your full attention to just one member in the chat room.
This may seem rude, but you need to immediately identify the chat room guests who are
able to pay for a private chat or give tips, and primarily talk to them.
8. When a member gives you tips or takes you to a private chat, make sure to add him to
your followers list.
9. Bright make-up looks very good on camera - so it is recommended to put on brighter,
more expressive make-up than the one you use in everyday life.
10.Members come to webcam sites to have fun. Perform small shows, tease your guests,
dress sexy, and tips will rain down on you!
11.Keep toys, accessories, and other items necessary for your work at hand. Do not turn
the camera off, or worse, do not leave the bed empty looking for your toys.
12.If you are asked whether you have a husband or a boyfriend, the best answer is no
and that you are actively looking for one. This will create intrigue, a little secret that you
share with your guests.
13.Tips. The private chat is great, but the most modern way to earn money is through
tips. Top models make 80-90% of their earnings on them. There is a stereotype that
doing shows in free chats is a waste of money and time, but this is not entirely true.
Imagine you say to your guests that you will show your breasts for a hundred dollars. It
can be (and probably is) too expensive for one person. But if ten members chip in
$10.00 each, none of them will end up spending too much, whereas you get a lot of
money for just a minute! Regularly teasing your guests and collecting tips can help you
earn good money without having to wait for private show requests!
14.If you are new to the webcam business, do not be discouraged if in the first few
weeks your income is small. Most of your earnings will come from the regular members
who come to see you and your shows.
15.Work in front of the camera to have fun and make new friends - enjoy it. Do not work
with the only goal of making a lot of money, and the money will find you!

Free chat
If you are going to make money in the free chat by giving a show, it is best to attract as

many users as you can and then ask them to tip you. Since the free chat is free for
members, you will make money only when they tip you. Tips usually depend on the
show a model gives. Teasing a little also helps. Besides the free chat, you can also use
the private and group chat options.

Private chat
Users that have Tokens can press "Private chat" in a model's chat room to invite her to
chat privately. The model then decides whether to accept or decline the invitation. If the
model accepts the invitation, the user gets a private show.
Private chat costs 60 Tokens a minute. This means that if a user spends 10 minutes in
your private chat, your earnings will be as follows: 10 minutes * 60 Tokens = 600
Tokens. A private chat ends automatically once the user runs out of Tokens. Both the
model and the user can stop the chat at any moment. Models can disable the private chat
option in settings under the streaming window by unchecking "Allow private chat".

Full private chat
The user can also opt for a full private chat, which is very similar to the regular private
chat except for the fact that it cannot be spied on in Voyeur/Spy mode. By switching to a
full private chat, the user can be sure they are the only ones enjoying the show. Full
private chat costs 90 Tokens per minute. This means that if the user spends 10 minutes in
a full private chat with you, you will make 10 minutes * 90 Tokens = 900 Tokens. Full
private chat closes automatically if the user runs out of Tokens or if the model or the
user decides to end the show at any given time.

Spying
When you are engaged in a private chat with the user, other users have an opportunity to
spy on your chat at a lower price rate, i.e., 15 Tokens per minute. They cannot chat with
you and can only watch.

Group chat
To begin a group chat, a user needs to press the "Group chat" button in the model's chat
room. A group chat begins once the minimum number of participants has been reached
(can be set in group chat settings under the streaming window). A group chat ends once
the last user leaves it, or the last participating user runs out of money, or the model
decides to leave. A model can start a group chat even if there is only one user in it by
pressing "Start group chat now". An unlimited number of users can join in later. Group
chat costs 30 Tokens per minute for each user. This is a very low price, which makes
group shows so popular among users ready to tip models. Models can remove the group
chat feature in settings under the streaming window by unchecking "Allow group chat".

Tips
Users can tip you. Some users leave tips after the show to thank you, others tip to get
your attention. Remember that tips are a gift and they do not oblige you in any way.
However, if a user leaves a tip, it is common courtesy to show your gratitude.

Payments
How often do I get paid?
Our payment period is seven days (from Monday to Sunday), with payments made every
Friday for the previous week's earnings. Minimum payment amount is $50 for models
and $100 for studios. If you do not reach the minimum payout threshold your payment
will be put on hold until you earn the required minimum.

On-request payouts.
On-request payouts are available to models and studios registered as private individuals.
The money earned can be withdrawn at any moment. To be able to request a payout you
must have at least $200 in total payouts over the last 6 months. You can order a payout
to Paxum, WebMoney or ePayments.
On the "On-request payouts" page please enter the amount you wish to withdraw and
press "Request a payout". You will receive the money to your e-wallet within 30
minutes. A $1 commission fee is charged for each on-request withdrawal (for
WebMoney the commission fee is 3% from the withdrawal amount, but no less than $1).

Early Payouts
If you reach minimum payment amount and fulfill early payout conditions* the payment
will be made on Tuesday for the previous week's earnings. Our payment period is seven
days (from Monday to Sunday).
* Models
The Model has spent at least 3 hours online on the website on Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday (on each of the specified days). Studios. Half of the Active Studio Models have
streamed at least for 3 hours on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday (on each of the days
specified). Minimum payment amount is $50 for models and $100 for studios.

Payment Methods
For your convenience, we offer a variety of payment methods. Feel free to choose the
one that suits your needs best. The following payment methods are available for both
international and US models:
• Paxum (no fees)
• ePayments (no fees)

• ePayService (no fees)
• WebMoney (3% fee)
• Cryptocurrency: Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin, Ripple (fee depends on

cryptocurrency exchange rate at the time of payout)

Additional Payment Methods for Payouts in the USA
In addition to the above-mentioned payment methods, the US models and studios can
also get paid by
• Check (no fees)
• Direct Deposit (no fees)

Sign Up
To register, please click the Model Registration button. Please select the type of account
you want to create (individual, pair/group or studio), fill out the fields in the registration
window and confirm that you are over 18 years old. Then click the Create an Account
button. You can now log in to access your account. Once you access your account, you
will be asked to complete four registration steps. Your account will then need to be
approved by the website administration.

Сontact Information
Make sure to indicate correct and reliable information, as BongaCams user agreement
will include the information provided. All the information is 100% confidential and is
not available to any of the website visitors.

Documents
Please upload official documents, scanned or photographed, here.
1. ID
Please upload a scan or a photo of your document with a photo ID clearly showing your
photo, date of birth, and signature. Expiry date please choose the correct expiration date
of your document.
2. Take a Snapshot of Your Face Please take a snapshot of your face with your webcam
or upload a snapshot of your face manually by clicking the corresponding button.
3. Take a Snapshot of Your Face and ID Please take a high-quality snapshot of yourself
holding your ID near your face or upload a snapshot of yourself holding your ID near
your face manually by clicking the corresponding button.

Profile Information
Profile information is public and available to all website visitors. Try to provide as much

information about yourself as possible. Fully completed profiles attract more visitors'
attention! Please note that you can't knowingly indicate wrongful information about your
appearance and gender (for example, if you have blond hair, you can't indicate to be a
brunette). Administration reserves the right to modify your profile if obviously false
information is discovered.

Upload Photo
You can upload your profile picture here. Remember, this is the first thing a user
entering the website will see, so we suggest you choose a proper photo.

Payment Information
Please choose your payout method and enter correct payment information.

Agreement
Upon reading the agreement, please check your full name and date of birth, accepting
the agreement terms at the bottom.

Activation
Please confirm your email address and wait for the administration to activate your
account.

More Information Here!
Become A Cam Model! – Recruiters Apply Here!

My Second Favorite Cam Affiliate
Internet Modeling
Become A Webcam Model
We are currently seeking webcam models to work for the largest network of popular
adult websites.
In order to be considered for a webcam model position, you MUST:
• - Be an attractive female or male over the age of 18 with a private place to work.
• - Be friendly, open minded, and feel comfortable in front of the camera.
• - Have a scanned image of a valid Driver's License, Passport, or other legal proof of
age.
• - Have a modern PC, laptop, or mobile device such as iPhone, iPad, Nexus, or other
Android device.
• - Have a high speed broadband Internet connection (click here to test speed).
• - Have a good quality WEBCAM and MICROPHONE.
We provide the following benefits to all our webcam models:
• - 70% revenue share of your gross earnings paid weekly with no minimums.
• - 70% lifetime revenue share paid weekly for recording or uploading videos for sale.
• - 70% revenue share from sales of used panties and other items.
• - Weekly bonus of up to 30% on earnings of over $500 from our primary webcam

network.
• - Work on one of the largest webcam networks with over 10 million visitors per day.
• - Advanced HD streaming technology with the best video and audio quality available.
• - Stream with mobile devices such as iPhone, iPad, Nexus, and Android smartphones.
• - The ability to work any hours you choose from any location with high speed Internet.
• - Absolutely no charge-backs or deductions, so models are paid for each valid private

chat.
• - Personal support rep that models can contact via email, Skype, or toll free phone.
• - Assistance in getting front page placement on our network of websites.
• - Weekly earnings payments by check, direct deposit, Payoneer or Paxum.
• - No payment delay, so you get your money within 1 week of earning it.

• - No payroll or payout fees of any kind, so you receive the amount you earn.
• - Year end 1099 earnings statements for U.S. based models (issued and sent by us).
• - Private delivery address for gifts sent by clients (received and forwarded by us).
• - Anonymous email address to give out to clients for private messages.
• - Separate modelname.cam.com search engine friendly short URL for each model.
• - Start working immediately after your application is approved.
• - The ability to earn commission for any new models you refer to us.

Weekly Bonus Structure
Weekly Earnings Bonus Rate Bonus Pay Total Pay
Weekly Earnings
Weekly Earings

Bonus Rate

Bonus Pay

Total Pay

$500 - $999

10.00%

$50 $99.90

$550 $1,098.90

$1,000 - $1,999

20.00%

$200 $399.80

$1,200 $2,398.80

$2,000 or more

30.00%

$600 or more

$2,600 or more

The above bonus applies to earnings on our primary webcam network.
We DO NOT hire models from the following countries: Philippines, Romania,
Colombia, Venezuela, Nigeria, Ghana, Indonesia, Thailand, Estonia, Lithuania, Albania,
Russia, Ukraine, Moldova, Macedonia, Republic Of Georgia, Latvia, Bulgaria, Slovakia,
Czech Republic, Pakistan, Afghanistan, India, Lebanon, Iran, Iraq, Syria, Egypt, and
Lybia.
Please complete the form below to apply as a webcam model with our agency. We never
charge models any fees, and never ask for credit card numbers or any other forms of
payment for our services. All personal identity and contact information submitted to us
is kept strictly confidential.
Become A Webcam Model Now!
Join Today And Quit Wasting Time!
The camming industry is a booming business and has been for awhile now. More and
more models are joining everyday because they see how much they can make. You can
make a little or a lot, this is up to you. Work part time or full time. The more time you
spend the more you will make. Times are hard to make ends meet in a world that is not

fair or equal, this is an opportunity for males, females, and couples of all races to make
some great money. If you're not a cam model your wasting time, join now and live like a
million other cam girls live. Buy that nice car, home or just save for the future. If I was
40 years younger I would join myself. Some cam models make well over $200.000 a
year or more, live in fine homes and drive nice cars. Some even get noticed by modeling
agents, and may even get into movies. If you're hot or not makes no difference because
everyone has something to offer in the camming business. Big beautiful women do well
in the cam business because they're not shy in front of the camera, so don't think you
have to be beautiful, just having a great personality will carry you a long way in this
business.
Work your own hours:
Work from home:
Make money:
Become A Webcam Model Now!

Chaturbate Is My Third Best Cam Affiliate
WEBCAM MODEL REGISTRATION
We use tokens, our virtual currency, to let the viewer pay you for private shows, group
shows, selling videos and photos, tips for live shows, and even for members joining your
fan club.

BENEFITS TO BEING PART OF CAMMING INDUSTRY
Free Registration
Quick and Easy Signup
Effortless Startup
Discreet Account Management
Twice Monthly Payouts (Direct Deposit, Firstchoice Pay, Paxum,
Check or Wire payments)
Earn 5 Cents per Token Received
Excellent Customer Service
Dedicated Staff

WHAT YOU WILL NEED TO GET STARTED
Computer (PC or Laptop)
Windows or Mac Operating System
High Speed Internet Access
Webcam

HOW EASY IS IT TO START EARNING MONEY
Every member must be age verified in order to begin earning tokens. We only provide
payouts to those members that provide proof of 18+ age.47
Once verified, We will set your account, which allows for you to earn tokens. You
choose how you want to earn, whether it be for live streaming, private and group shows,
selling videos and photos, or by building your fan club.
Until your age is verified, your account will be set to Exhibitionist and you will be
unable to earn tokens.

WHAT DO WE OFFER THAT OTHERS DONT
You get to make the rules; set your own schedule and work from the convenience of

your own home.
Create a custom level of protection; Control who can see your profile and cam feeds and
you can not be pressured into anything you don not want to do.
Become part of the our cam community; Connect to thousands of viewers, broadcasters,
and like-minded members.
Real payout opportunities; In our first year, we have paid out over U.S. $6 million to our
cam models and only expect that number to keep climbing.

Webcam Models Join Here...
YOU MUST BE OVER 18 YEARS OLD TO REGISTER
Upon submitting the form you'll be asked to upload copies of your ID. It may take up to
24 hours for staff to verify your account allowing you to earn tokens. Email addresses,
when provided, are only used for friend notifications, broadcast and payout reminders,
newsletter, and account verification. Your email address is never sold or shared.

Webcam Models Join Here...
Recruiters Join Here...

X Models This Is My Fourth Best Cam Affiliate
Get the Highest payouts in the live cam industry.
Xmodels is the Only Modeling Platform Offering a 45% Flat Rate.
Get 30% more from visitors you bring.
Become a model now and Get 45% of every minute spent with you.
Get 30% extra from visitors you bring.
Quick and frequent payments.
Choose the payout method you prefer.
Join North America's fastest growing online modelling platform.
Our sites receive tremendous amounts of both high class US and international traffic
with hundreds of thousand registered visitors.

Join Now
Become an Xmodel and start earning $$ in just a few minutes. Set your own schedule.
Be your own boss.
All you need is:
a computer
a webcam
a High Speed Internet Connection
You must be over 18 years of age W/ valid government issued ID.

Start Now
Sign up in less than 2 minutes
Sign up now Easy...Quick...Free

Start Now
Recruiters Join Here

My Fifth Best Cam Affiliate
Strip Chat Models
Up to 60% revenue share
2 weeks site boost for new models
$20 000 in contest money every month
Chargeback protection
Easy to block any country or state
Model FAQ
Models Basic Questions
How can I sign up as a model?
In order to register as a Model and become member of our community, please use the
following link:
Webcam Models Join Here
Who can be a webcam model on Stripchat.com?
We accept 18+ years old females, males, couples, and transgenders.
Does this cost money?
Membership is FREE, whether you are a model or a viewer.
How can I know that my account is secured?
We take online security very seriously, so we implemented two-factor 50 authentication
(known as 2FA) to give your account an extra layer of protection in case your password
is ever compromised. We highly recommend you enable this feature. Thus, every time
Stripchat notices a suspicious login attempt, will automatically prompt for a 2FA code to
ensure that its really you who is logging in. Be confident that with us your account
safety always comes first and something you wont have to worry about.
How can I earn money on Stripchat.com?
There are several ways to earn money:
1. Get tips for your shows
2.

User tipping
Members are allowed to send tokens as tips during public shows. They tip the models as
a sign of appreciation for them sharing their shows and for answering requests. Users are
not required to give a model tips.
2. Earn from private shows
Invitation for Private
A private show costs 24 tokens ($1.2) per minute by default. However, this price can be
changed at https://stripchat.com/settings (from 16 to 120 tokens per minute). A viewer
can request a private show from any model, but it is up to the models to decide who they
will go into a private room with. In the private room, the model does a special show for
ONLY ONE viewer. The private show can be ended at any time, by any of the two
parties, or automatically when the viewer runs out of tokens.
3. Earn from spying members
All models have the ability to earn from spying members in private shows.
This function allows other members to spy on a private show by paying a default price
of 8 tokens ($0.4) for a minute of spying. This price can be changed in settings, member
are not allowed to write comments or demand shows. They can watch as long as they
havtokens available. Once they run out of tokens, they will not be able to watch until
they buy more. Spying is less expensive for the members, but models who allow spying
are listed on one of the pages in the top menu. Each spying member pays less, but you
can have more members spying at the same time.
4. Earn from Cam2Cam Invitation for Cam2Cam.
Cam2Cam is a one-on-one cam show, where a model and a member can see each other.
It costs 32 tokens ($1.6) per minute by default. However, this price can be changed at
https://stripchat.com/settings(from 32 up to 120 tokens per minute). Any viewer with
tokens can request a Cam2Cam show from a model, but it is up to the models to decide
who they will go into a private room with. Cam2Cam has proven to be an excellent
choice for both new and experienced models, because of its individual approach and
good earning potential.
5. You can earn money by winning bonus cash.
Bonus cash, All models have the chance to win bonus cash every 3 hours! Up to 8 times
a day you can win for having the largest amount of tokens earned.
You can check actual details of the contest. There is also a monthly contests with much
higher awards of up to $2000.
6. Sell your content
Paid Album Feature

Earn more money and generate passive income by creating photo and video
albums and selling them to your viewers. Whether you're online or offline, users can buy
your albums - this is an extra way to make more cash. You can charge anywhere from 1
token to 499 tokens for each album. Create as many albums as you want with different
names and price them as you wish!
What does it mean to be a webcam model on Stripchat.com?
Webcam modeling on Stripchat means chatting in a webcam chat with users and earning
money. You can check our live chats and see how other models work.
Do I have to follow a schedule?
You can work whenever you want! You are your own boss! No schedules, no minimum
hours. It's a good idea to have a schedule so your fans know when to come back to your
room. You can also tell your followers to click "Notify when online" so they get push
notifications and emails when you're about to broadcast.
Can I use Skype or other 3rd Party Software to communicate with Members?
No. Pulling users off of the site and inviting them anywhere else is strictly prohibited.
These kinds of agreements are extremely risky and we DO NOT take any responsibility
for any actions that happen off of our site.
Models engaged in this kind of behavior will be banned from the site immediately and
without warning. The reason of the prohibition is to ensure your safety as well as the
safety of the users.
Can I make an arrangement with a member to be paid in anything other than tokens?
No. It is strictly prohibited to engage in any kind of payment form other than tokens. We
DO NOT take any responsibility for any payments such as Western Union, PayPal or
any other form of payment. Models requesting these kinds of payments or engaged in
this kind of behavior will be banned from the site immediately and without warning. The
reason of the prohibition is to ensure your safety as well as the safety of the users.
How can I protect myself from unwanted recordings?
We recommend that all models register with DMCA for their protection.

More Information Here!
Become A Model Here!
Become A Model Recruiter Here!

Adult Webmasters Empower
Become a LiveJasmin Cam Model Today
This is one of my favorite cam sites and I did not include it first because the only way to
join this cam model program is by going to my cam site here and at the bottom left is a
models wanted link. There you can join the cam models program.

Cams Baby - Cam Cam Cams
Get up to 80% Share!
No.1. webcam site in the world!
Have Fun While Making Money!
Single Account 1 person
Be your own boss and work whenever you feel like it.
Studio Account 2 or more people
Manage you and your partner, or the careers of your models.
LiveJasmin protects you!
LiveJasmin offers you the best protection. Our country ban option blocks visitors from
your country and our chargeback protection program keeps your earnings safe.
Country ban Safe, secure, and descreet
We award our Models every WEEK!
$10 000 for the TOP 100 Models based on Member's votes!
To join this cam model program is by going to my cam site here and at the bottom left is
a models wanted link. There you can join the cam models program. For More
Details Click Here...
If you would like to become a webmaster and recruit new cam models click here to join.
This affiliate has been around a long time and is worth reading the details.
I have been with them since 2007 and they are very large and well known.
They really rake care of the models that have joined them and have monthly contest
which offes mor money.
For webmasters that wants to promote this affiliate, they offer two white label caam sites
that are top of the line sites with very nice designs. The ability to edit your sites plus add
your own logo and add some og your own links at the bottom left of the sites.

I-Camz
Webcam Modeling
I-camz is the highest paying internet modeling agency. We recruit webcam models to the
highest traffic adult webcam network. By becoming an ICAMZ Model, you will be seen
live on over 1000+ different adult webcam sites simultaneously. With our excellent
customer service and friendly support system, we will be assisting you each step of the
way to ensure that you earn the most money possible. We provide our models helpful
tips, promotional opportunities, and excellent pay. I-camz also offers an excellent
referral program. By becoming an I-CAMZ Agent, you will be making 10% of the
webcam models earnings for each model you refer to the site, or 10% of agents earnings
you refer to i-camz.
I-CAMZ Models
We are seeking men, women, couples, and groups of all types and orientations to
become webcam models. There are no look requirements, we accept everyone. Straight,
gay, lesbian, transgender, shemale, young and mature are all welcomed to apply. You can
be your own boss and set your own hours. There is no required amount of time to work.
Clients from all over the world are waiting to see you 24/7. US Models are paid $1 per
minute for premium chat and $1.25 per minute for exclusive chat (1 on 1) during a
private show plus tips. (International rates are slightly differnt).
Due to the high traffic of paying customers, models often have several paying customers
in their private chat room at once. For example, if there are 10 customers taking you
private in premium chat, you will be earning $10 a minute! Plus webcam models now
have the ability to use the gold show feature, this is where everyone chips in a little to
reach a big goal.
Often webcam models can make $100 in a 10 minute show. Models are paid weekly via
Paxum, Payza ,Check or Direct Deposit. International payment method are currently
Paxum, Payza and Wire Transfer. With over 15 million visitors a day, our performers are
spending less time in free chat and more time earning money than any other webcam
site. How do we have so much traffic? Well we work with a network of over 1000 sites,
as a model you can be broadcast on all of them when you stream live.
Why Choose I-Camz
Well for starters our great payout. We offer our models 20% more money than other
leading webcam modeling agencies, along with a speedy application processing time.
You can start working in as little as 2 days, compared to other sites where the normal
processing time is 2 weeks. You will also receive your first payment 1 weeks after the
end of the first week you work. We have a $20 minimum payout for Direct Deposit you
can even get direct deposit onto a prepaid debit card, Paxum, Payza and check are $50

Minimum, Wire transfer is $100 minimum and a $20 fee. Most other sites have much
higher minimum payouts and charge fees for direct deposit. Also, compared to other
webcam agencies, we have no look requirements. All individuals or couples are
welcomed to apply. (Gay, Straight, Bi, Transgender are all welcomed) Customers are
looking for all types of individuals and personalities. With our excellent customer
service, you can be worry-free in having all your questions answered quickly and
securely. We will gladly help you with tips, suggestions, and questions that will ensure
that you earn the most money possible.
Become An Icamz Model Today!

I-CAMZ Agents/Recruiters
We are seeking self-motivated and creative individuals to become modeling agents.
Recruit potential webcam models to i-camz and earn 10% of each models earnings for
life! Recruiting options are endless: posting ads, emailing friends, social networking,
and much more! By becoming an I-Candy Adult Agent, you will be provided with a
personal agent link, agent code, and banner to help you in your promotion. On average,
our webcam models make between $500 and $1,500 per week working 20 to 25 hours,
with some models making much more. Based on that average, you could be earning $50
to $150 per week for each active model. You will be continually updated on each models
status and earnings. All you have to do is refer models to the model application page
with the tools provided and i-camz will take care of the rest. We will even send you
updates via text message when a new model signs up.Visit our Agent page for more
information or to apply now.
Become An Agent Today!

Cherry TV
Become A Cherry Model

CAM BENEFITS:
High-quality Traffic - Highest Payout in the Industry - 24/7 Live Support - Events &
Competitions - Privacy Protection - Level & Perks Systems.

ESTIMATED EARNINGS:
Models that cam on a regular basis have the potential for higher earnings.
Up To
65%
Rev-share from your
shows, tips, and
virtual gifts.

Up To
15%
You make money
from the users you
refer to us.

$100
$$$
For every new model
you refer
to Cherry Tv.

Disclaimer: The numbers provided are the maximum potential revenue share and
Referral Program earnings respectively.

MODEL REGISTRATION
Stream at any time, from anywhere in the world, and take your cam career to the next
level!

Quick, easy, and free signup
All you need is to be 18 or over and have a computer and an internet connection.
Go live in minutes and start earning big bucks.

REGISTER AS A MODEL HERE
Or
A MODEL RECRUITER HERE

Cam Soda
Block any state or country
Want to be discreet? Have no worries as our advanced geographical blocking system
ensure your anonymity.
Your Content is DMCA Protected.
All of your content will be secured from copyright infringement and piracy
Sell your own content, for whatever you want.
You may sell movies, images or recorded shows; you set the price
Weekly payout + 55% or more revenue share Click here for details
Eligible for health insurance support. We care about our performers.
Become A Cam Soda Model!
Become A Cam Soda Recruiter!

Conclusion
I know I have these cam affiliates rated from first best cam affiliate down but the truth is
all are great affiliates but my best picks are number one two and three. Thank you
reading my ebook and I hope in some way you can take something from this ebook that
will benefit you as a cam model or in anything you do in life.
I did not mean in anyway to offend anyone nor to suggest to anyone that you need to do
things in this ebook my way, only another way to do things in your field of work that
may or may not benefit you.
Thank You
If you don't want to be a cam model maybe you might want to become a model agent
and recruit new cam models and make a bunch of money from cam models and
recruiters. Have others work for you by signing them up under you. Ten good models,
you can quit your day job and set back a let them earn you money. If you had ten
motivated wenmasters under you, you could make a ton of money.
Recruite for Bonga Cams Here
Recruit for Internet Modeling Here
Recruit for Chaturbate Here
Recruit for X Models Here
Recruit for Strip Cash Here
Recruit for Live Jasmin Here
Recruit for Icamz Here
Recruit for Cherry Tv Here
Recruit for Cam Soda Here

Special Sites and Offers
Please visit some of my sites...
Victorian Nudes
Victorian Nudes offers vintage victorian nude images from our naked past.
X Viral Monsters
X Viral Monsters offering free pdf affiliate ebooks that can be rebranded with your own
affiliate ids.
Sex Doll Cash
Make money selling sex dolls. One good sale can make you a bunch of money. The Sex
Doll industry is a booming business so get in now.
Live Cam Gigs
Many cam sites to promote and recruit new cam models.
You can contact me at any of the above sites if you have questions.
If you join any of the above cam sites, contact me at any of the sites above to let me
know which cam site you joined and give me your user name so I can promote your cam
studio on some of my websites.
I will add your cam studio on many of my sites to help you get noticed.
Thank You For Reading This Ebook...

Promotions

Free Fan Models Page
Get your very own personal fan site today, and make money every month.
Create Your Own Free Fan Site Here And Start making Money!
This is better than cam modeling because you control what you sell on your free fan site,
a plus if you cam model and a free models page.

FAN BASE FREE!
You Are 100% In Charge. You Are The Boss.
You Are 100% In Charge
Financial Agreement
Your Custom Domain
Your Own Content
Express Yourself
Run Your Blog
This is a platform that helps you monetize and grow your existing fan base
into monthly recurring revenues.
100% FREE to set up a Personal Paid Fan Site. We are here to support you
100% of the way.
How Does It Work? What Can You Do With The Site?
Upload Videos & Pics
Do Live Cam Shows
Private Message Fans
Geo-Blocking
Sell Your Merchandise Social Media Posting
Create your FREE site.
Take our FREE training.
Create content your fans want to see.
Develop your brand and image with your fun base.

Get Started With A Free Account Today!

Make lots of money. Have lots of fun.
Learn How To Be Successful With Centro University
Education Series
Learn At Your Own Pace
Industry Leading Support
Model Support Forum

Get Started With A Free Account Today!
Free Models Page

Get Started With A Free Account Today!

Get A Cam Model Store
Here is what you get with a store...
.Paid weekly 80% of your online store, cam & phone sales.
.Your personal CMS url (ie: www.cammodelstore/yourname)
.Ability to forward your own domain name (ie: yourname.com) to your store. No
domain transfer is required.
.Sell merchandise, receive offline tips, donations & payments for cam shows.
.Pay Per Minute Phone feature that allows you to discreetly talk directly to your fans
and get paid per minute.
.Adult Pay Request feature allows you to send out "request for payment" to your
customers(s) for anything.
.Top Tipper Board feature allows you to publicly recognize your best customers(s)
based on their purchases and/or donations amount.
.Set your own prices you set for items your post for sale along with per minute rate for
phone calls.
.Maintain ownership & control of your content without the worry being posted on other
sites without your permission.
.Ability to update your store whenever you want.
.Create promo codes to give your fans discounts to items in your store.
.Approve comments from your fans to allow them to display publicly on your store.
.Access your sales reports & view real-time traffic statistics at any time.
.Completely 100% privacy guaranteed.
.Work for yourself, be your own boss!
How do we protect your privacy?
.All sensitive/credit you supply is transmitted via 128-bit Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
Technology.
.We do not sell, trade, or otherwise transfer to outside parties your personality
identifiable information.
.We process your online store transactions Safely, Securely, & Discreetly.

OPEN A STORE TODAY!
Thank You Again For Reading This Ebook...
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